
EXPERIMENT (non-static model):

 adaptable / evolving / interactive system. 

 Goal: to recreate and embody time/event and space/place.

 The model shows connections, nodes, relationships, and

 trends taking place utilizing the Urban Free Plan. 

NODES

a. What is a NODE?
 i. a point where the curve/path intersects 
 ii. all nodes are necessary for the network’s  
    performance...but none of them is vital.

b. Classification and Characteristics

CONNECTIONS

A. Hierarchy of Mobility
B. Characteristics of Movement- Perception of Space
C. Re-CONNECTING with the tissue
  I.  individual agency vs collective presence 
  II. Re-establishing relations
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To implement a new system according to non-static models, 2 basic conditions must occur:

 > adaptability 

 > interactivity

To make a transition...

> from the flexible to the adaptable

> from empty openness to solid vagueness 

> from the neutral to the indeterminate

TIME + SITUATION    must be embodied

> Open

> Fill

> Dissipate

> Dis_cover

DEVELOPING  A  CONCEPT
 a. ANALYSIS [efficiency of the model]
  
 b. THE TISSUE AND THE BACKBONE
 c. NODES AND ATTRACTING POINTS
 d. APPLICATION

ATTRACTION POINTS influence the evolution of the urban fabric

 a. Analysis [efficient VS inefficient]
  i. Density
  ii. FIXED nodes and connections
  iii. Areas of disuse 
  iv. Re-use / Revitalization
  v. Future TRAM and its impacts

 b. City centre VS “PATCHWORK” City
  i. “...a NETWORK has no center”

 c. Node Concepts
  i. which variables and situations influence the function of a space?
  ii. “A space can be made for EVERYTHING, yet good for NOTHING...”

 d. APPLICATION: Re-appropriating space
  i. Attracting and detracting points
  ii. Revitalization and re-use
  iii. COMMUNITY / EVENT / SITUATION
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STATIC [skeleton]

NON-STATIC

Function_PODS Bridge_SHIFT LED_constellations

Fluid_Space “SPONGE” 
concept community



 
_ PROJECT AREA
 
_ INDUSTRIAL AREA
 
_ RAILWAYS
 
_ RER STATION

 _CANAL

1. Any of numerous aquatic, chiefly marine inver-
tebrate animals of the phylum Porifera. Sponges 
characteristically have a porous skeleton, usually 
containing an intricate system of canals, that is 
composed of fibrous material or siliceous or cal-
careous spicules. Water passing through the pores 
brings food to the organism. Sponges live in all 
depths of the sea, are sessile, and often form 
irregularly shaped colonies attached to an under-
water surface. Sponges are considered the most 
primitive members of the animal kingdom, since 
they lack a nervous system and differentiated body 
tissues or organs. Adults do not have moving 
parts, but the larvae are free-swimming. Sponges 
have great regenerative capacities, with some spe-
cies able to regenerate a complete adult organism 
from fragments as small as a single cell. Sponges 
first appear during the early Cambrian Period and 
may have evolved from protozoa. Also called pori-
feran. See Note at regeneration.
2. The light, fibrous, flexible, absorbent skele-
ton of certain of these organisms, used for ba-
thing, cleaning, and other purposes.
3. A piece of porous plastic, rubber, cellulose, 
or other material, similar in absorbency to this 
skeleton and used for the same purposes.

                       URBAN FREE PLAN.
                  FREE MOVEMENT
 _EVERY PART OF THE CITY IS ACCESSIBLE CONTINUITY BETWEEN PRIVATE SPACES 
AND PUBBLIC SPACES
 _THE CITY, AS A SPONGE, BECOME AN ORGANISM 
IN WICH EXCANGES OF ENERGIES AND FLOWS TAKE PLACE, THROUGHOUT NON PREDICTAIN WICH EXCANGES OF ENERGIES AND FLOWS TAKE PLACE, THROUGHOUT NON PREDICTA-
BLE ROOTS
 _ THE PUBLIC SPACES BECOME SOMETHING WICH RECONNECT THE CITY’S TISSUE 
THROUGHOUT THE MOUVEMENT AND RELATIONSHIPS.
             
  CITY_SPONGE     MOVEMENT+PEOPLE_ FLUID

     



    LEVEL ZERO:        _THEATRES
    FREE AREA          _ AUDITORIUMS
    PUBBLIC PARK       _ CINEMAS
    SOCIAL BUILDINGS LIKE _ PUBBLIC SERVICES
      OFFICES
      RAILWAYS



    LEVEL ONE:
   New roads _one for pubblic transportations
             _one for local traffic
   They pass trought the buildngs which roll up around 
   them, creating semi-open pubblic space.               
   
 _New bridges which connect buildings each other _New bridges which connect buildings each other
    and the entire area to the rest of pantin.
    they become also the cover of the underneaht level

   
KIND OF FLOW_
Mixed _ pubblic, private, 
semi pubblic.
bridges = pubblic space, on 
that people can move or 
stay.
they connect the two new they connect the two new 
roads and the buildings 
each other creating a com-
plex sistem of open spaces 
and connections.
 TIPE OF CONNECTION:
1) Building-Road          
2) Building- bridge 
3) road -bridge         
4)bridge-underneath level       
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SECTION A

SECTION B









Inneficient node

Non-fluid connections

Fragmentation of space

Over time the connections become weakened

- new connections strengthen the system and reinforce each 
other

- if not used, the pathway becomes inefficient- if not used, the pathway becomes inefficient

Continuity



-To design/build/shape a system of infrastructures that offers opportu-
nity to the community, to re-appropriate the already existing (sometimes 
neglected) spaces

-Fluidity of connections, visual and physical - intensifying the 
connections between these already existing spaces

-Continuity between the upper level the transitional
 spaces and the boardwalk of the canal

Continuity



Some points are more appealing than others

What makes them interesting?

- easy to get to – you can have access from the inside and the outside
- it’s different from all the others, creating visual attraction
- the infrastructure makes it easy to connect

Still, with the passing of time and the multiplication of new and different connections, Still, with the passing of time and the multiplication of new and different connections, 
people stop using pre-existent nodes related to the infrastructure, they would rather use 
nodes created à posteriori by other people. 

We tend to follow human traces but
we like to be able to choose.

continuity+poinst of interest







To have an intervention 
that gives opportunities 
and possibilities of 
action, but that is not 
imposing to the user

Two buildings of light that Two buildings of light that 
create a dialogue between the two 
margins of the canal

Points of attraction con-
nected with the logic of the 
public space and transitional 
spaces

points of interest



The building as an extension of 
the public circulation flows:

- point of attraction

- invites contemplation and re-
appropriation

- with the introduction of a 
public support/programme in the 
canal (other than housingand in-
dustry), the community is invited 
to use and re-appropriate the 
space

- “lamp building” - draws atten-
tion to a space previously ne-
glected

- ground floor as an extension of 
the public space

- the concept of the slope is ex-
tended to the building, giving it 
a sense ofbelonging/unity with 
the exterior space

points of interest
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PANTIN: approach + application      the constellation

How to connect individual agency with collective existence?

Conceived as a modular infrastructure, the project is based on a network of 
interconnected nodes. 
The networked structure itself is a communication and computation system, 
propagating in form of light and colour the events it inhabits. Presence 
and motion create and alter the transmitted data, and the diffusion of this 
becomes a space-time parameter connecting proximity and distance, Value is 
produced by an active impulse, precisely human interaction.
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PANTIN: approach + application      the constellation

1. perceptive  aspect /  

situated presence : enticing 

the attention of the passer-by, 

affecting movement around it, the 

constellation, more than a system 

of composition, defines a field of 

forces.

3. “collective artwork” in 

dynamic balance: formation of an 

image (vidéogram of the connections) 

representing a reality of interactions. 

2. component of play / human 

interaction : mediated by an 

indetermined component : simple set 

of rules provides interactivity to 

create interplay of scale between 

subjective and collective.
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PANTIN: function_PODs

Function _ pods
“plug-in” program and situations.
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PANTIN: function_PODs
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4.

-moving PODs create change in flow/discovery
-re-appropriation creates temporal place
-introduction of “event” and “situation” to 
create moving attraction points



PANTIN: function_PODs

     Basic stacking POD
    

     opening pod

     sliding pod

     expandable pod
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PANTIN: approach + applicationPANTIN: function_PODs

1.[SITUATION]:non-static
-happening
-gathering
-art + installation (PS1)
-music + theatre

2.[SERVICES]:semi-static
 -hybrid
 -market
 -library
 -wi-fi
 -private use
 -WC, info, aid

-The idea of the “patchwork city” + multiplicity of function
-The project doesn’t propose buildings, but a system
-function is based on certain initial conditions
-outcomes are not limited or finite
-all initial conditions [grips] are subject to time/event/situation
-The system proposes a non-hierarchy 
-Program, use, event, and situation are only limited by the user.



PANTIN: approach + applicationPANTIN: function_PODs

RE-APPROPRIATION OF EXISTING SYSTEMS + TRANSPORT
 -The technology exists!
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PANTIN: bridge_SHIFT

A system of NON-STATIC
 NODES and CONNECTIONS...

-an experiment.
-interactive + adaptable.
-an attraction point on the canal.
-chance encounters and social situations.
-platforms [NODES] move up and down the canal on tracks 
-people can move the bridge according to need and desire.
-one person’s actions can effect the system as a whole.
-moving one platform may cause other NODES and CONNECTIONS to _SHIFT.



PANTIN: bridge_SHIFT

tourner!

Interactive + Adaptable

_shift!
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PANTIN: bridge_SHIFT

@#$% !?!?!



PANTIN: bridge_SHIFT

-Bridge elevates to allow access on the canal
-Movement creates a visual attraction



PANTIN: bridge_SHIFT

<DISCOVERY> 

-The installation invites situation and curiosity
-It wants you to Ask questions...
 WHAT DOES IT DO? 
 HOW DOES IT WORK? 
-The mechanics allow you to choose where you want to go, but it also allows 
others to choose for you. 

-As a result, the project could become something to observe. A spectacle or 
a game of human interaction along the canal. 

-AS an attraction point, it can attract new nodes and interest points
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